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SOURCE: Annie O'Keefe with her daughter Mary. (1956). [Image] National Archives of
Australia, 1501, A429/3. Canberra.
Annie O’Keefe’s successful challenge against deportation marked a significant departure from
forty-eight years of White Australia Policy. The O’Keefe case marks a turning point because it
ignited popular support against prevailing immigration policy. It is recognised as the protagonist for
the abolition of The White Australia Policy and creation of multicultural Australia.

By Olivia Nolan

The Beginning of the End of White Australia
“The discussion of any turning point or crucial moment in history is always likely to produce
analysis that is not sufficiently attuned to the continuities of past experience. In other words,
the narrow focus on a moment in time can cut it off from the context and experiences that
surround presage and flow out from that moment.” Martin Crotty: Turning Points in
Australian History. 1
The O’Keefe High Court verdict is one such moment in time.
Almost 70 years ago, Annie O’Keefe, a WWII refugee, won a landmark victory against the
Australia Government, paving the way for abolition of the Immigration Restriction Act 1901.
It was a turning point in Australia’s history, marking the beginning of the end of the White
Australia Policy. Even Immigration Minister, Arthur Calwell, acknowledged the O’Keefe
verdict as having “knocked down the central pillar of the White Australia Policy.” 2 The case
made international headlines, highlighting the cruel implementation of Australia’s immigration
laws. 3 The O’Keefe Case (1949) successfully challenged the economic and homogeneity
principles of the White Australia Policy, the central tenets of which had long disguised its racist
underpinnings.4
Annie Maas Jacob, her husband, Samuel, and their family, escaped Japan’s invasion of Dutchcontrolled Aru in the Eastern archipelago of Indonesia in 1942.5 SOURCE 1 The couple settled
in the Melbourne community of Bonbeach, where Samuel joined the Netherlands Indies
Intelligence Service. 6 Unfortunately, within two years, Samuel was killed in an air crash
leaving Annie to raise eight children. 7 Annie received a widow’s pension from the Dutch
Government and was assisted by her landlord John (Jack) O’Keefe.8
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Annie, like the other fourteen thousand WWII refugees from Asia, was permitted to remain in
Australia only for the duration of war.9 When the war ended in 1945, refugees were expected
to return to their country of origin. Not wishing to uproot her family, Annie delayed their
repatriation by successfully applying for Certificates of Exemption from the Australian
Government.10
To protect Annie and her children, Jack O’Keefe married Annie in 1947, believing this would
enable her to become a British subject preventing the family’s repatriation to
Indonesia.11SOURCE 2 However, the Australian Government did not accept this, and on 12
February 1949, Annie received a letter requesting her departure from Australia by 24 February
(i.e. within 12 days) or face deportation. 12 Arthur Calwell, Australia’s first Immigration
Minister, aimed to return the last eight hundred Asian refugees who remained in Australia after
WWII to their home land.13
Minister Calwell claimed that Annie was a ‘prohibited immigrant’ under the Immigration
Restriction Act 1901, one of the first laws enacted by the Commonwealth Parliament following
Australia’s Federation.14 At the root of Australia’s White Australia Policy was the belief that
Anglo-Saxons were superior to other races, and that British-Australian cultural homogeneity
was crucial for national progress. 15 There was a deep-seated concern amongst Australia’s
policy-makers that “coloured people work for next to nothing, lower the standard of living and
cause trouble.” 16 According to Governor General, Alfred Deakin, Australia needed a “White
Australia”. 17
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To be correctly classified as a “prohibited immigrant” required Annie to take and fail a dictation
test. 18Having escaped from Indonesia during WWII on an Australian naval ship, Annie had
never been given this test.19 Consequently, Annie’s legal team argued that if she had never
taken and failed the dictation test, she could not be classified as a prohibited immigrant.20
Annie’s case captured widespread media attention, and provoked public outrage both in
Australia and internationally. With a groundswell of public support, Annie brought her case to
the High Court and won. The verdict shaped immigration policy from this point onwards.
The O’Keefe case is a turning point in Australian immigration policy because it ignited popular
support against the removal of a non-European immigrant family.21 The Melbourne Herald and
Sydney Daily Telegraph set up fighting funds to finance Annie’s High Court challenge.22 This
represented a significant departure from forty-eight years of White Australia Policy values.
Letters to Prime Minister Chifley labelled the Immigration Minister’s treatment of the family
as “arrogant and inhumane”. 23

Many working-class Australians even threatened not to vote Labour in the upcoming election,
and Dr Mannix, Catholic Archbishop of Melbourne, pleaded the case for the O’Keefe family
to stay in Australia.24
Both during and after Annie’s favourable verdict, the Government’s White Australia Policy
came under scrutiny. Ordinary Australians like Robert Ewing from Canterbury depicted the
policy as something that “had been created by fallible men who could not have foreseen the
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possibilities that have since eventuated. The Australia of 1949 was not the Australia of 1901."25
It was this sort of widespread thinking that forced the Government to re-examine prevailing
migration laws and policy.

International condemnation of the White Australia Policy also became vocal because of the
O’Keefe case. 26 The veneer of White Australia’s economic rationale was successfully
challenged. The South China Morning Post (Hong Kong) cited Immigration Minister Calwell
as a “handicap to his country and world peace.”27 The White Australia Policy even jeopardised
the formation of a Pacific Security Pact with the Philippine Government claiming, “Australia
was in violation of the United Nations Charter and threatening to freeze Australian passports
and close its Sydney consulate.” 28
The Singapore Morning Tribune also reported “Asia’s anger growing faster than Australia’s
population, and threatened one day the people of Asia will be compelled to rise and crush this
insulting ideology.”29 India and China were also strident in their condemnation. Australia’s
reputation and relationships with Asia were very clearly compromised by what was revealed
in the court case. 30

Annie O'Keefe was not a bread-winner; on the contrary she was supported by a Dutch pension
and was fully occupied looking after her family.31 It was clear to many that ‘economics had no
relation to the case."32 Another tenet of the policy, that non-Anglo-Saxons could not assimilate
into the “Australian way of life”, was also squashed in the O’Keefe case. All of Annie’s
children had been educated in Australia, and in her Affidavits, Annie’s children were described
as having “adopted a completely Australia outlook.”
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lived in an Australia household with an Australian stepfather, had Australian friends, wore
western clothes and were at the top of their class at the local Catholic school.34 To attest to the
fact that the O’Keefe family had assimilated into Australian society, Mr F. Humphries of
Windsor informed the Prime Minister, ‘To say that they are an asset to our country is
underestimating their value. We have never met a finer family. The intelligence and refinement
of the children is of high order. We consider ourselves fortunate in our association with them
and so have the friendship of this fine family at Bonbeach.’35 He pointed out that the younger
children knew no country other than Australia and spoke only English. Humphries told Chifley,
‘Mrs O’Keefe is a British subject and a Christian, and to remove a woman and eight children
to a land which would be foreign to the children, where discontent and trouble is rife, would
be contrary to freedom and tolerance which we regard as our Australian way of living.’ 36
SOURCE 3
By a majority of four to two, on 18 March 1949, the High Court found in Annie O’Keefe’s
favour.37 The verdict read that “the plaintiff was not a person liable to be prohibited from
remaining in the Commonwealth’ since she had not taken the dictation test upon her arrival in
Australia, and five years had passed since she could have taken it so therefore she wasn’t a
prohibited immigrant.” 38
Annie’s success paved the way for many other immigrants to challenge the discriminatory
policy. Abdul Samad Amjah, a Malay sea-man who jumped ship to return to Australia to rejoin his wife, eventually failed the dictation test, was prosecuted as a prohibited immigrant and
sentenced to six months’ imprisonment pending deportation.39 He appealed his prosecution in
the High Court after the O’Keefe verdict, and the High Court found in his favour stating among
other things that the Department of Immigration had no power to order him to leave originally,
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for the same reasons as Mrs O’Keefe (i.e. not having taken and failed the dictation test within
the prescribed period of time). Following the decision, The Department of Immigration
abandoned attempts to deport Abdul. Three hundred and thirty-five Chinese evacuees from
New Guinea also benefitted from the O’Keefe decision.40
Undeniably, the O’Keefe verdict was also a turning point for the entire post-war immigration
program, especially The Displaced Persons Program.41 This scheme, which brought thousands
of European wartime refugees to Australia, obliged refugees to enter into a two-year contract
with the Australian Government to perform allocated work. The work was often low-skilled,
and refugees were typically steered away from highly-skilled jobs. 42 Certificates of
Exemption were issued for the two-year period. If immigrants broke the contract, the
Government could deport them. Following the O’Keefe case, displaced persons were also able
to contend that the Commonwealth had no power to deport them. 43
When the O’Keefe family won, Immigration Minister Calwell quickly introduced retrospective
legislation to protect both the Displaced Persons Scheme and White Australia Policy. In
advising Cabinet he intended to introduce legislative amendments Minister Calwell noted: “It
is abundantly clear… if action is not taken, our Restricted Immigration Policy and purposes,
become impossible of application.” 44
Minister Calwell removed the five-year limit on the dictation test. Immigrants could, therefore,
be forced to sit the dictation test regardless of how long they had lived in Australia. Further,
and to deal with the wartime Asian evacuees and displaced persons, certificates of exemption
could now be cancelled at the discretion of the Minister.45 For Australia’s more than eight
hundred wartime refugees, Calwell created The Wartime Refugees Removal Act, which
granted The Commonwealth Government blanket rights to remove wartime evacuees at the
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end of the war. 46
Despite Minister Calwell’s best efforts to introduce legislation to strengthen immigration
policy, the O’Keefe verdict marked a clear turning point in public opinion and brought to light
racist undertones within the Immigration Department, and the lengths the Chifley Government
was prepared to go to preserve “White Australia.”
The O’Keefe case highlighted widespread demand for more humane treatment of immigrants.
During an election campaign speech in November 1949, future Prime Minister Robert Menzies
stated that the Government “will continue to maintain Australia’s settled immigration policy,
known as the White Australia policy…At the same time we believe in humane and commonsense administration. All cases of alien’s resident in Australia should be considered, not as if
the law allowed no human discretion but in the light of the circumstances of each case. Nothing
has done both the Policy and our relations with Asiatic countries more harm than some of the
stupid and provocative decisions of the present government.” 47

Luckily, before Immigration Minister Calwell could enforce further deportations following his
new legislation, The Chifley Government was swept out of office. 48 When the Menzies
Government came to power, Harold Holt, the new Immigration Minister let eight hundred non–
European wartime refugees stay in Australia. This marked another step towards less
discriminatory immigration policy.49

Although it took a further twenty-four years for the Australian Government to abandon its
White Australia Policy, Annie O’Keefe’s case rallied public opinion to such an extent (both in
Australia and overseas) that it marked a clear turning point in immigration policy. 50 Her case
ignited widespread criticism of Australia’s policies, and is credited with dismantling the
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economic and homogeneity arguments, which had long been used to defend racially motivated
policies. This landmark legal precedent is still relevant today.

Glossary:
1.

Immigration Restriction Act 1901:

The Immigration Restriction Act 1901 was an Act of the Parliament of Australia which
limited immigration to Australia and formed the basis of the White Australia policy which
sought to exclude all non-Europeans from Australia. The Act prohibited various classes of
people from immigrating and provided for illegal immigrants to be deported.51
2.
White Australia Policy:
Another name for the Immigration Restriction Act 1901.
3.
Netherlands Indies Intelligence Service:
Netherlands East Indies Forces Intelligence Service (also known by the acronym NEFIS), was a
Dutch World War II era intelligence and special operations unit operating mainly in the
Japanese-occupied Netherlands East Indies (now Indonesia).52
4.
Homogeneity:
The quality or state of being all the same or all of the same kind.53
5.
Prohibited immigrant:
Any person who when asked to do so by an officer fails to write out at dictation test and sign in the
presence of the officer a passage of fifty words in length in an European language directed by the
officer.54

6.

The Wartime Refugees Removal Act:

The War-time Refugees Removal Act 1949 was a piece of Australian legislation that formed
part of the White Australia policy. It was introduced by the Chifley Government in July 1949,
in order to give the federal government the explicit authority to deport non-white
foreigners who had arrived in Australia during World War 2.55
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which they attack the White Australia Policy. The newspaper, despite being a secondhand account, illustrates how the policy wasn’t being attacked only by the public by also
by institutions such as the church.
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on%20white%20australia&searchLimits=exactPhrase|||anyWords|||notWords|||requestHa
ndler|||dateFrom|||dateTo|||sortby [Accessed 2 Apr. 2018].
This newspaper illustrates the rumours of demands to modify the ban on coloured immigrants
to the Australian government. It illustrates the harshness of the Government to sustain
the ban and the reaction of rumours from the public. It was useful in showing the
opinions of the policy prior to the case and the rigidity of the Australia Government.
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This newspaper outlines the debate between Harold Holt and Calwell in the House of
Representatives regarding the O’Keefe case. The recollection of the debate underlines
the racist views of Mr Calwell, the Immigration Minister and the arguments for her
deportation. It indicates the racism which existed within the Australian Government and
further out.
Sydney Morning Herald (1949). Court Ruling in O'Keefe Case. [online] p.6. Available at:
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Apr. 2018].
Published the day after the ruling, this newspaper details the court ruling by the Full High
Court allowing Mrs O’Keefe today in Australia. The newspaper details the reason for
the ruling and the reaction of the Australia public and within the O’Keefe household.
Sydney Morning Herald (1949). High Court Rebuff for Mr. Calwell. [online] p.pg 2.
Available at:
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/18107727?searchTerm=Whereas%20intelligen
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The Herald talks about the ruling of the O’Keefe case and the repercussions this has for the
White Australia Policy. The newspaper articles mention the positive public reactions to
the ruling and how, due to this, many people are questioning the policies’relevance.
The newspaper also gives some background information about the White Australia
Policy. It also negatively speaks of politicians, Mr Calwell, who was involved in the
prosecution of the case. The newspaper was useful in showing the positive opinions of
the Australia public on the O’Keefe case and the impact it had on people’s
perspective of the immigration policy. It also demonstrates the dislike many had for Mr
Calwell, the Immigration Minister at the time. Furthermore, the newspaper is shown to
have an extreme bias towards Mrs O’Keefe, further reflecting the approving thoughts
many had for Mrs O’Keefe and the lack of racism.
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Available at:
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This newspaper talks about the Church Leaders such as Reverend A.S. Houston, condemning
the deportation of Mrs O’Keefe. It highlights the distaste many had towards the
Immigration policy and Calwell’s actions. It also reports the negative views Mr
Calwell has in relation to Mrs O’Keefe and his rigidity to deport her. The newspaper
was vital as it illustrated the opposition towards the deportation but also the racist views
of some people such as Calwell.
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This newspaper reports the debate within the House of Representatives between Mr Calwell
and Mr Holt in relation to the O’Keefe case. It illustrates the stark contrast between Mr
Holt and Mr Calwell: one believing in letting Mrs O’Keefe stay while the other
believing “it will open the flood gates. However, despite Mr Calwell’s racist
comments, he does mention that this case could “weaken the policy. This comment
foreshadows the impact the O’Keefe case, being the first of its kind, had on the White
Australia Policy, destabilising the foundations of the policy, this newspaper was useful
and reliable, giving a non-bias view on the debate, highlighting the impact the case
would have soon after.
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The newspaper commentates on the case, illustrating the legal uproar it caused within the
Government and Australia. The newspaper was useful in giving background information
on the case and showing the impact of such case politically.
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This brief article released only a week after the ruling of the O’Keefe case, talks about the
embedded racism within Australian society and within Australia’s laws. It
commentates on the White Australia Policy and its discriminatory rules and the effects it
is having on our international relationship with Asian countries. The article, although
heavily bias, demonstrates the negative opinion towards the immigration policy.
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This article outlines the O’Keefe case and the reason behind her deportation. This was
useful in giving some legal background behind the case;
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This newspaper thoroughly details everything about the White Australia Policy. This includes
the creation of it, the actual policy itself, cases in relation to it and the opinions of it in
1952, 51 years after it was written and passed. This two-page research of the White
Australia Policy was useful in demonstrating the roots of the policy (why it was created,
who created it etc.) and shows how cases, such as the O’Keefe case, have caused many
to, in 1952, begin to attack the policy for its racist features.
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Neumann, K. (2018). Interview with Klaus Neumann regarding O'Keefe case.
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door for thousands of displaced persons (or refugees) after the second world war. However, as
mentioned in the website, they were only allowed to stay here for a small period of time. This
scheme is in which Mrs O’Keefe deportation is based.
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This educational resources uses archival resources, to retell the story of the White Australia
Policy, its implementation and later its abolition. Using archival resources, ABC had
demonstrated the processes refugees during the 20th century had to embark upon during the
White Australia Policy and after.

